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There are many companies that claim to provide the best virtual assistance services 

to their clients. V-Served is di�erent from the rest. 

We are here to serve. We take pride in providing the best customer service to 

streamline your overall operations. Hiring a virtual assistant is only one aspect of the 

solution. What if a person calls in sick? What if a person is out on vacations? What if 

someone quits? What if that person misses some important emails? Don’t worry! 

V-Served has got you covered.

We are here to serve our clients and o�er them a one-window solution to all their 

needs. We have a team of experts to serve you and if any unfortunate situations like 

the ones mentioned above do arise, then the backup resource takes over.

But that’s just one side of the coin. We, despite being a virtual assistance company, 

have put in place a strict quality check process to ensure that the work we deliver is as 

per your expectations. 

We plan things well in advance to ensure that your business does not get a�ected, no 

matter the situation. Even if the world gets turned upside down, we will ensure that 

your business remains afloat.  

Simply put, V-Served exists to serve!



V-served is an initiative that aims to provide a plethora of specialized services 

virtually including digital media management, schedule management, 

bookkeeping etc. Whether you are a new start-up or a well-established business, 

V-Served is here to ensure your company is swift, productive, and relevant!

V-Served is not just a name, but it is something that defines us. We believe in 

serving our clients to the best of our abilities and helping them scale up. When an 

individual, a business, or a start-up is served right and gets exactly the kind of 

support it needs, then no hurdle – be it as big as a mountain – can stand in its way 

to success.

Whether you like to see better numbers in your balance sheet or just want to make 

your life easier, V-Served caters to all your needs.



Because our core values make us di�erent!

ICE (Incredible Customer Experience)
Transparency
Trustworthiness
Honesty
Learning 
Integrity



Our
Services



Our Executive Virtual Assistants (EVAs) are trained to handle anything and everything 

from administrative duties to project management to maintaining your schedule. Hire 

an executive assistant today and throw all your worries away.



Bothered about handling too many emails or double-booked calendar? V-Served is here to handle the 

burden for you. Our trained virtual assistants are here take care of your email and schedule, so you can 

relax and focus on growing your business. 



Our virtual bookkeeping services are in demand, because we strive for and deliver perfection! Delegate this tedious 

task to our virtual bookkeeping assistants and get rid of all your worries. Frown lines don’t suit you anyways.



Want to make a name for yourself on the digital platforms without lifting a finger? What are our 

marketing virtual assistants for? We know how to put on quite a show!



Blogs are a great way to showcase what your company stands for, what activities it is engaged 

in, and what value a particular product/service o�ers to the customers. Let V-Served’s virtual 

blogging assistants take care of all your blogging needs and experience what it is like to be 

served by the best.



It’s time to hire a General Virtual Assistant (GVA) if the workload is bringing you down! Let professionals 

help with your general administrative tasks, so that you can breathe a sigh of relief.



Accuracy is our middle name! We ensure completely secure and error-free 

entries with our professional data entry services.



Just saying

hello
can do wonders!

USA : 1595 Grand Ave,
Baldwin, NY 11510, USA

Canada : Unit 11 3495 147a,
Surrey , BC, Canada
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